We investigate the CP violation effect and the matter effect in long-baseline neutrino oscillations in the four-neutrino model with mass scheme of the two pairs of close masses separated by a gap of the order of 1 eV, by using the results of the combined analyses of the neutrino oscillation solutions to the solar and atmospheric neutrino problems with the recent SNO solar neutrino data. The behavior of the pure CP violation effect is quite different from the one in the threeneutrino case due to the existence of the LSND neutrino mass scale of ∆m 2 LSND = (0.2 − 1) eV 2 . The pure CP violation part of the oscillation probability difference between the CP-conjugate channels is sizable and is as large as 5 − 15% in the neutrino energy range of E = a few − 20 GeV for ν µ → ν τ oscillation for the distance L = 250 and 730 km, and the matter effct is negligibly small. On the contrary, for ν µ → ν e oscillation, the pure CP violation effect is at most 1 − 2% in E = 3 − 10 GeV for L = 250 km and the matter effect attains as large as 1/4 to 1/2 of the pure CP violation effect. 1
I Introduction
CP violation is not yet observed in the leptonic sector. Since it is found in the hadronic sector such as in Kmeson [1] and B meson [2] decays, the observation of CP violation in the neutrino oscillation will bring an important clue to understand the origin of CP violation.
The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment on the solar neutrino flux [3] by the use of ν e charged current process on deuteron disintegration seems to indicate that the large mixing angle (LMA) solution and the low mass (LOW) solution in the MSW mechanism survive among the neutrino oscillation solutions for the solar neutrino problem in the three-neutrino scheme [4] .
As for the sterile neutrino [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the oscillation into sterile neutrinos is claimed to be disfavored by the Super-Kamiokande collaboration for both the solar neutrino [15] and the atmospheric neutrino [16] transitions in the two-neutrino analyses. However, the recent four-neutrino analyses including the SNO measurement show that the oscillation into the active-sterile admixture is allowed for both the solar neutrino and the atmospheric neutrino [17] [18] .
CP violation in the long-baseline neutrino oscillation has been investigated in the three-neutrino mixing scheme, including the earth matter effect [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The size of the CP violation effect depends on both the neutrino energy and the travel distance and it turns out to be sizable at most up to the energy E ∼ 1 GeV for the mass-squared difference ∆m 2 21 ≡ ∆m 2 solar ≃ 3 × 10 −5 eV 2 , ∆m 2 31 ≡ ∆m 2 atm ≃ 3 × 10 −3 eV 2 and |U e3 | ≃ 0.05 which is related to the only undetermined angle at present of the three mixing angles [22] . The matter effect affects the pure CP violation effect to some extent, although there are cases in which the oscillation probabilities are approximately independent of the presence of matter, called as "vacuum mimicking phenomena" [25] . On the other hand, the CP violation effect in the four-neutrino mixing scheme with one sterile neutrino is shown to be possibly highly sizable [26] and is studied in detail by us about its dependence on the mixing angles and phases for various oscillations such as ν µ → ν e and ν µ → ν τ , although the matter effect is not numerically evaluated [27] .
In this paper we will investigate how large the CP violation effect can be in the long-baseline neutrino oscillation in the four-neutrino model under the abovementioned new situation and how much the matter effect could affect the pure CP violation in the long-baseline experiments.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the method of calculating the oscillation probability applicable in the case that one of the three mass-squared difference scales and the measure expressing the matter effect are much smaller than the other mass-squared difference scales, which is formulated by Arafune, Koike, and Sato [20] , is applied to the four-neutrino model. In Sec. III the constraints on the neutrino mixing matrix are derived, by using the results of the recent combined analyses of the solar and atmospheric neutrino deficits in the four-neutrino scheme and using the data from the LSND, Bugey, CHOOZ, CHORUS, and NOMAD experiments. In Sec. IV we show our results on the pure CP violation effect and the matter effect in the long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments for ν µ → ν e and ν µ → ν τ oscillations in the energy range of E = 3−20 GeV for the baseline length of L = 250 and 730 km. Sec. V is devoted to the conclusion.
II Oscillation probability in the four-neutrino model
In order to consider the solar neutrino deficit [28] and the atmospheric neutrino anomaly [29] and also to take into account the LSND experiment [30] , which claims to have observed ν µ → ν e andν µ →ν e oscillations in the short baseline experiments, we take the four-neutrino model with the three ordinary active neutrinos and one sterile neutrino with three different scales of the neutrino masssquared difference, ∆m 2 solar = (10 −11 − 10 −4 ) eV 2 , ∆m 2 atm = (1.5 − 5) × 10 −3 eV 2 , and ∆m 2 LSND = (0.2 − 1) eV 2 . Under the notion of the neutrino oscillation hypothesis [31] [32] , the flavor eigenstates of neutrinos ν α (α = e, µ, τ, s) are the mixtures of mass eigenstates in the vacuum ν i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) with masses m i in the four-neutrino model as follows:
where ν e , ν µ and ν τ are the ordinary neutrinos and ν s is the sterile neutrino, and U (0) is the unitary mixing matrix.
In order to evaluate the matter effect, which gives a fake CP violation effect, in the long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments in the four-neutrino model, we take the method formulated by Arafune, Koike, and Sato [20] in the following.
The evolution equation for the flavor eigenstate vector in matter is expressed
where x is the time in which the neutrino propagates and
with a unitary mixing matrix U, energy of neutrino E, and the effective mass squared µ 2 i 's (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) . In Eq. (3) we have taken an approximation that neutrino masses are much smaller than their momenta and energies and have 
where
The quantity a and a ′ denote the matter effect to the oscillation, a coming from the charged current process of ν e and a ′ from the neutral current process of ν e , ν µ , and ν τ . In Eq. (5) , N e is the electron density of the matter, ρ is the matter density, and N n is the neutron density, which is approximately equal to N e since we consider the earth matter effect in the long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments. The solution of Eq.(2) is given by
with
where T is the time ordering operator, and x is actually the distance in which the neutrino propagates, due to its speed almost equal to the light velocity. In the following the matter density is assumed to be independent of space and time for simplicity, and then we have
The oscillation probability for ν α → ν β for the distance L is expressed as
The oscillation probability for the antineutrinos P (ν α →ν β ; L) is obtained by replacing U → U * , a → −a, and a ′ → −a ′ in Eq. (9) . The CP violation effect in the neutrino oscillation is given by the probability difference between CP-conjugate channels as follows:
This quantity ∆P (ν α → ν β ) consists of the pure CP-violation effect due to the phases of U (0) and the fake CP-violation effect due to the matter effect.
In the four-neutrino model, the four neutrino masses can be divided into two classes: 3+1 and 2+2 schemes. The 2+2 scheme consists of the two pairs of close masses separated by a gap of the order of 1 eV [8] [12] [13] so as to accomodate the solar and atmospheric neutrino deficits and the LSND experiments together with the results from the other accelerator and reactor experiments on the neutrino oscillation. The 3+1 scheme consists of a group of three masses separated from an isolated one by a gap of the order of 1 eV. This scheme is only marginally allowed [33] and the phenomenology including CP violation is discussed in Ref. [34] . So, we concentrate here on the 2+2 scheme. There are the following two mass patterns in the scheme; (i) ∆m 2 solar ≡ ∆m 2 21 ≪ ∆m 2 atm ≡ ∆m 2 43 ≪ ∆m 2 LSND ≡ ∆m 2 32 , and (ii) ∆m 2 solar ≡ ∆m 2 43 ≪ ∆m 2 atm ≡ ∆m 2 21 ≪ ∆m 2 LSND ≡ ∆m 2 32 . We will adopt the first pattern in the following analyses, and the second pattern can be attained only through the exchange of indices (1, 2) ↔ (3, 4) in the following various expressions such as the oscillation probabilities.
Since ∆m 2 21 ≪ ∆m 2 31 , ∆m 2 41 and a, a ′ ≪ ∆m 2 31 , ∆m 2 41 , we decompose H as
and
and treat H 1 as a perturbation and calculate Eq. (8) up to the first order in a, a ′ , and ∆m 2 21 . Following the Arafune-Koike-Sato procedure [20] , S(x) of Eq. (8) is given by
where the requirements with ∆m 2 41 are the same as in Eq. (14) and are omitted, since the difference between ∆m 2 31 and ∆m 2 41 is much smaller than ∆m 2 31 itself. The requirements of Eq. (14) are satisfied for ∆m 2 21 
If we express S βα (x) as
then iT βα (x) is obtained as follows (in the following, U
βα is denoted as U βα for brevity):
We use Eq. (17) in Eq. (16) and calculate the oscillation probability for ν α → ν β by Eq. (9). The complete expression of P (ν α → ν β ; L) in the four-neutrino model with matter effect is given in the Appendix.
III Constraints on the mixing matrix
In this section the constraints imposed on the mixing matrix U are derived from the solar neutrino deficit, atmospheric neutrino anomaly, LSND experiments and the other terrestrial oscillation experiments using the accelerators and reactors.
(i) We use the results of the recent combined analysis of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly and the solar neutrino deficit in the four-neutrino scheme, done by Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni, and Peña [18] . They obtained two solutions; (A) close-to-active solar neutrino oscillations plus close-to-sterile atmospheric neutrino oscillations, expressed by
and (B) near-pure-sterile solar neutrino oscillations plus near-pure-active atmospheric neutrino oscillations, expressed by
(ii) A constraint on U µ3 and U µ4 is derived from the atmospheric neutrino anomaly, where the survival probability of ν µ is given by
where ∆ ij ≡ ∆m 2 ij L/(4E). The Super-Kamiokande data, sin 2 2θ atm > 0.82 for 5 × 10 −4 < ∆m 2 atm < 6 × 10 −3 eV 2 [29] , gives a constraint, along with the expectation
(iii) The Bugey experiment of short-baseline reactorν e disappearance [35] gives a constraint on |U e3 | 2 + |U e4 | 2 . The survival probability ofν e is expressed by
where ∆ 41 ∼ ∆ 42 ∼ ∆ 31 ∼ ∆ 32 is used. The data, sin 2 2θ Bugey < 0.1 for 0.1 < ∆m 2 < 1 eV 2 , brings a constraint of
The first long-baseline reactor experiment, that is, the CHOOZ experiment [36] gives a constraint of 4|U e3 | 2 |U e4 | 2 < 0.18, through their data of sin 2 2θ CHOOZ < 0.18 for 3 × 10 −3 < ∆m 2 < 1.0 × 10 −2 eV 2 . This constraint can be involved in the constraint of Eq.(23) obtained from the Bugey experiment.
(iv) In the same way as above, the LSND experiment [30] brings a constraint of
from the data of sin 2 2θ LSND = 1.0 × 10 −3 − 6.0 × 10 −2 for 0.2 < ∆m 2 LSND < 2 eV 2 . (v) The CHORUS [37] and NOMAD [38] experiments searching for the ν µ → ν τ oscillation gives a constraint of
from the latest NOMAD experimental data of sin 2 2θ NOMAD < 0.1 for ∆m 2 < 2.2 eV 2 .
The details of the derivation of the constraints in (ii)-(v) can be seen in our previous work [27] .
IV. CP violation and matter effect
In this section we will investigate how large the CP violation effect can be in the long-baseline neutrino oscillation and how much the matter effect affects the pure CP violation in the four-neutrino model.
In order to translate the constraints on U derived in the previous section into the ones with the mixing angles and phases, we adopt the most general parametrization of U for Majorana neutrinos [14] , which includes six mixing angles and six phases. The expression of the matrix is too complicated to show it here, so that we cite only the matrix elements which are useful for the following analyses;
, and U s4 = c 03 c 13 c 23 (instead of U s1 and U s2 ) , where c ij ≡ cos θ ij and s dij ≡ s ij e iδ ij ≡ sin θ ij e iδ ij , and θ 01 , θ 02 , θ 03 , θ 12 , θ 13 , θ 23 are the six angles and δ 01 , δ 02 , δ 03 , δ 12 , δ 13 , δ 23 are the six phases. Three of the six oscillation probability differences are independent so that only three of the six phases are determined by the measurements of the CP violation effects, that is, the Dirac phases.
By using this parametrization of U, the constraints of Eqs. (18) , (19) , (21), (23) , (24) and (25) 
| − s 02 s 03 s 13 e −iδ 1 + c 02 c 13 s 12 | 2 c 2 03 s 2 13 > 0.205, 
where δ 1 ≡ δ 02 − δ 03 − δ 12 + δ 13 and δ 2 ≡ δ 12 − δ 13 + δ 23 . The constraint of Eq. (26) is expressed for |U s3 | 2 + |U s4 | 2 instead of the one for |U s1 | 2 + |U s2 | 2 in Eqs. (18) and (19) . The constraint of Eq. (27) reduces to s 2 12 c 2 13 s 2 13 > 0.205 (31) due to the smallness of s 02 and s 03 , which is derived from Eq. (28) . By using the constraints of Eqs. (28) and (31), it turns out that no constraints on the phases δ 1 and δ 2 are obtained from Eqs. (29) and (30) . So, we obtain three constraints of Eqs. (26), (28) , and (31) and no constraints on the two phases δ 1 and δ 2 .
By using these constraints, we will investigate CP violation effect and matter effect in the long-baseline neutrino oscillations. The pure CP violation effect which comes from the phases of U is shown for ν µ → ν e oscillation in Fig.1 (26), which leads to |U s1 | 2 + |U s2 | 2 ∼ 0.23, the so-called "close-to-active solar neutrino oscillation plus close-to-sterile atmospheric neutrino oscillation" solution [18] . Fig.2 shows the pure CP violation effect in ν µ → ν τ oscillation for L = 730 km and E = 6.1 GeV as a function of the phase δ 2 , another one of the two phases. The other parameter values are the same as for Fig.1 except for 
As can be seen in Fig.1 and Fig.2 , the CP violation effect becomes largest at δ 1 , δ 2 = π/2 or 3π/2 as expected. So, in the following we fix as δ 1 = δ 2 = π/2 in order to see how large the pure CP violation and the matter effect could become in the long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments.
On the other hand, the angle θ 23 dependence, which mainly determines the magnitude of |U s1 | 2 + |U s2 | 2 , of the pure CP violation effect in ν µ → ν τ oscillation for L = 730 km and E = 6.1 GeV is shown in Fig.3 . The largest effect is obtained around θ 23 = π/4 which gives the oscillation of solar and atmospheric neutrinos into the near-maximal active-sterile admixture.
We show in Fig.4 the pure CP violation part of the probability difference of Eq. (10) for ν µ → ν e oscillation in solid line and the fake CP violation part due to the matter effect in dotted line for L = 250 km with respect to the neutrino energy E with the same parameter values as in Fig.1 . As can be seen in Fig.4 , the pure CP violation has a 1/E envelope in E, while the matter effect has a flat envelope in E [22] . So, the matter effect is relatively small in comparison with the pure CP violation effect in the low energy region of E ≤ 4 GeV. When the energy increases, the pure CP violation and the matter effect become comparable. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the pure and the fake CP violation effects for ν µ → ν The magnitude of the pure CP violation effect is about half of that of the case (A), while the matter effect is much smaller than that of the case (A).
V Conclusion
We have evaluated the pure CP violation effect and the fake one due to the matter effect in the long-baseline neutrino oscillation for the distance L = 250 and This behavior is remarkably different from the one for the three-neutrino case [22] due to the existence of the LSND neutrino mass scale of ∆m 2 LSND = (0.2 − 1) eV 2 . In the three-neutrino case, the pure CP violation effect is prominent only in the energy range of 0.1 ≤ E ≤ 1 GeV in the ν µ → ν e oscillation, for example, for L = 300 km.
It may be interesting to measure the CP violation effect in ν µ → ν e oscillation for the baseline of L = 250 − 300 km by using the conventional super-beams of ν µ andν µ in the energy range of E = 0.1 − 4 GeV [39] . Also it might be intriguing to measure the CP violation effect in ν µ → ν τ oscillation for L = 730 km by using the conventional super-beams of ν µ andν µ in E = 6 − 20 GeV [40] [41] .
Appendix: Oscillation probability
Here we present the oscillation probability of Eq.(9) with Eq.(17) taken in Eq. (16) . The other angles and phases are the same as in Fig.1 except for δ 1 = π/2 fixed.
